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In November 2017 the Global Innovation Forum, chaired by Brand
Genetics, brought together speakers and attendees from some of
the world’s most innovative businesses.
Over the course of two days we shared innovation experiences,
challenges, anecdotes and learnings. From this wealth of learning
Brand Genetics has distilled five key routes to help you deliver game
changing innovation success
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TIME FOR A NEW
INNOVATION PLAYBOOK

The old corporate playbook is outdated – today your
battle is as likely to be against multiple small, faceless
competitors as traditional big corporates. They’re fast,
focused and they don’t play by the ‘rules’.
To avoid being blindsided, innovators must find new
ways to play & win, and agility is at the heart of it. So
create a tight knit ‘A-team’ of innovators who aren’t afraid
to challenge the internal status quo; collaborate with
creative outsiders who think differently to you; get ideas
into the hands of customers early, so you can build and
learn – and recognise doing nothing is the real risk.
Lesson #1: The new generation of start ups are playing
differently… if you carry on the same way, then you face
disruption. Innovation’s role is to drive change through
the business – so be bold, be brave and recognise a
new playbook is needed, and you need to create it
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RESHAPE THE WAY YOU
LOOK AT PROBLEMS

We all develop fixed ways of thinking – but, in a fast
changing world, you need to find ways to break out of
the norm. To identify new solutions, you must first
reshape the way you look at problems.
You can do this in a number of ways – one is to think big!
As Hyperloop & H&M showed, when you dream big and
bold you can come up with unexpected solutions.
Or conversely, think small – as Adobe Kickbox proves,
sometimes it’s about doing lots of small things to find the
way forward, not just betting the house on one big one.

Lesson #2: In a world where you don’t know what
tomorrow’s problems will be, you need to be flexible and
adaptive in your thinking. But recognise you have ‘neural
pathways’ and actively find ways to think differently
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PUT HUMANS AT THE
HEART OF INNOVATION

Stop thinking about ‘consumers’ or ‘users’ – true
innovation comes from understanding people as
humans. When you see customers in human terms you
will spot opportunities to enhance their lives & enable
their goals (FYI: these are big business opportunities).
So ask less and observe more – seeing people in their
‘natural habitat’ is rich and revealing. Seeing people in
context helped Walmart start to uncover ‘expectation
gaps’; helped Amazon understand how to connect with
people in more relatable ways with Alexa; and led
Starbucks to understand that playing to inherent human
needs was a great foundation for brand building.
Lesson #3: The future of innovation is to be humancentric (not consumer or user) – understand the bigger
goals in people’s lives and define how your business can
play a valuable role in helping people achieve them
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CREATING SMILES SHOULD
BE YOUR ULTIMATE GOAL

People don’t care about features or technology, they
care about how you make them feel. Brands that make
people smile are rewarded – innovators need to consider
how to create products & experiences that delight.
Re-examine the value you create – seeking out how you
provide positivity and happiness. When ABInBev
relooked at the value it delivered, it realised it was not
about alcohol but about exciting branded lifestyles.
The same goes for innovators: as we learnt from Google,
the happier you feel the more creative you are – ‘You
don’t have to be serious, to solve serious issues’ – in fact
being less serious might be even better!
Lesson #4: Focus on creating positive feelings – we are
emotional creatures and make many decisions on the
expected emotional outcome; the more positive that is,
the more people will want you in their lives
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MOVE FAST AND
MAKE THINGS

Innovation processes should reduce risk without
reducing creativity or speed. So embrace the ethos of
DIY innovation – finding quick ways to make more ideas
‘real’ for minimal cost – to get to better, braver ideas.
Jamal Edwards used this DIY ethos to start a multimillion dollar media business with a single video camera.
Lego, Daimler and Walmart all champion a ‘build & learn’
approach rather than waiting for perfection.
Adobe’s Kickbox (a process designed on the basis that
the business is actively working against you!) has given
all employees the tools to innovate effectively – driving a
100 fold increase in launches for a fraction of the cost.
Lesson #5: The quicker you make ideas real and put
them in customers’ hands, the quicker you learn if they
have potential (and feedback from the end customer –
not the ‘Highest Paid Person’ – is what really matters!)
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1

THE OLD
PLAYBOOK IS
OUT OF DATE …
TIME TO
EMBRACE AGILE
INNOVATION
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2

DREAM BIG AND
BOLD…
RESHAPE THE
WAY YOU LOOK
AT PROBLEMS

THE HAPPINESS
ADVANTAGE…
CREATING
SMILES SHOULD
BE YOUR
ULTIMATE GOAL
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HUMANS NOT
CONSUMERS…
SEE PEOPLE IN
CONTEXT TO
UNCOVER
OPPORTUNITIES

EMBRACE BUILD
& LEARN (AVOID
PERFECTION)…
MOVE FAST AND
MAKE THINGS

HOW BRAND GENETICS CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE
INNOVATION SUCCESS:
Brand Genetics is a global insight & innovation agency. Our human-centred
approach to insight and innovation helps clients stay ahead of the game by
understanding what people will want next.
Get in touch with us if you want to:
• Identify emerging needs that will drive future growth
• Spot next-generation innovation opportunities
• Make smarter decisions about how to be fit for the future
• Attract customers with new products, propositions & services
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If you want to discover how to uncover your company’s
next growth opportunity please get in touch:
Tom Ellis
tom.ellis@brandgenetics.com
+44 (0) 7815 896 098 PRESENTATION
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Andrew Christophers
andrew.christophers@brandgenetics.com
+44 (0) 7967 175 623
www.brandgenetics.com
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